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The Fifth dimension is Now!
Through Wisdom Teacher Sri Ram Kaa & Master Lady Kira Raa

January 01, 2005, TOSA Center for Enlightened Living, Tijeras, New Mexico, USA

Archangel Zadkiel speaks:
Yes! Welcome! Happy New Year! Yes!
Is that not what we say at the beginning of New Year? We say Happy
New Year and how many stayed up until midnight, right? Okay! We
come in with a buoyant hello and a welcome.
The Lifting Energy
It is indeed a grand time to be here and available to the lifting of the
planet.
You are here dearest ones because the time of the lifting is here.
No more time of the hanging out in the lower energies.
It is the time of the lifting!
Lately many of us say to us;
“Oh my goodness Zadkiel, Oh my goodness all of you guys up there! What is
new, what is old, what do we believe, what do we do?” “What is right? What is
wrong? Maybe I do. Maybe I don’t.”
Well of course you do!
Yes!!
It is important to understand that you are in the time of the lifting
energy. Only lifting can happen here! Yes!
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Many of you say; “How do we do this?”
There are many ways. It is time for you to recognize that you have
entered into the energies of the Year of the Lord.
The culminating energies of the year of the Lord have begun for you and
shifted in the early hours of what you call this morning. And we wish to give
you more information on what the year of the Lord truly is.
It is important to know, that the year of the Lord, is the year that the
light of the refracted energies of the true divine will again integrate
here in your realm.
You will connect with that and it will be very simple.
It is not hard! No. It is very simple.
These energies of light will surface. And! You are able to re-connect
with them. There will be many points of light. There will be many
central areas of lifting energy.
There will be more and more of what you consider now to be
miracles, which are indeed simply the revelation of the truth that will
expand; that will be, that will come forward more and more.
It is good to see so many that are here ready to carry the lifting energy.
The Seven Points and the Galactic Stairway
As these points of light come down on the planet. There are seven key
points of light that will appear first. These seven will then multiply by
seven; will then multiply by seven1 and this will be the beginning of the
integration of the intergalactic stairway, which is indeed preparing to reopen in this year of the Lord. This is the year of light.

1

7 points of light x 7 = 49 x 7 = 343. In Ascended Numerology this is the ONE + the INFINITE as the 10.
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As you prepare for the opening of an intergalactic stairway, as the twelve
torches of ascension energy are revealed2, you will begin to integrate
within.
It is time for all of you to remember that the first three chakras of the
system of the body that you have seen for so long are merely here to help
you hold a body. This is all. They have no power unless you give them
power.
The truth of your power exists going up. Today we offer you another
chakra, indeed we offer you four, today. Yes!!
Star Energy and the Creation of your “Lunar Module”
The reason we offer you four chakras is because we describe this like the
lunar module. Okay! You remember they send rocket to moon? And it
had a couple pieces? And one piece was the lunar module, and it had to
separate!
It had to leave in order to explore a new world. Well what you are doing
is forming your own lunar module with these next four chakras. Yet,
these next four chakras are actually two!
Let us explain. Everyone touch third eye, yes?! Good! Ah, good lesson,
you all pass! Okay! Everyone knows third eye!
As we all touch our third eye, it is important for you to call in the
visualization of a star. Close your eyes and allow yourself to see the star,
the energy that comes forward from you.
It does not matter what it looks like. It does not matter the color, the
shape. Some stars may not look like what you think a star is. It does not
matter. You must call in this energy.
2

These are the 12 points of the Divine Galactic Blueprint. The Ascended Chakra System.
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As you do, we ask you now, as you are taking in this star, to go back to
the throat energy for moment and call up. Call up. Bring your other
hand to your throat. Yes. Call up the aquamarine spiral. Bring it up into
this third eye. Bring it up.
For the third eye has the color of pearl in this system.
And so you see the pearl. It is a beautiful pearl, almost opalescent in color.
From the star that you see, a divine spiral emerges. As this divine spiral
emerges, you also have another spiral that goes up and down in the same
color, this opalescent pearl. Call it in and open it. Now take the hand
that was on the throat and join it at your third eye. Good. Yes.
Breathe deep… exhale. Breathe deep…exhale. Breathe deep…exhale.
Yes. You may relax. Oh, much lifting here. Yes!
It is important for you to be activating this, for this…is…indeed, the third
chakra of the ascended chakra system. And as the third chakra of the
ascended chakra system, you have begun with the true root of the heart.
You have opened up the truth through what was formerly the throat,
integrating and remembering that words are no longer a needed piece.
That words are simply a vehicle of a third dimensional experience; that
you are able to indeed call in that which is needing to be experiencing
…now.
As you lift this energy into the third eye,
it becomes for you a divine connecting cord of energy to the
streaming divine oneness. It is important for you to let it open!
So many of you have said, “I want to see, I want see. I want to have greater
vision. I want to be more available. I want to see it. I want to know it better. Yes,
I understand on one level. I want to understand on a different level.”
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Know that you are able to have these experiences now! And, if you are
having these experiences now, you are able to lift them into greater
clarity without any resistance.
The only resistance that can come, is remnant energy from the lower three
original, earth-bound densified chakras. It is important for you to remember.
So many say, “Well, there are old ways, there are new ways. There is old
energy, there is new energy.” Words!! These are just words!! It is important
for you to know there is only one e-n-e-r-g-y! The belief in old and new
is simply Egoic. Old and new… egoic!
There is only one energy! If you wish to be in the one energy,
then you have no judgment about what that energy is!
My goodness! It is time for you to say, there is only oneness. There is
only energy.
Divine patience is a great gift of understanding when you are
connected to the oneness.
There are many, many, many, who have reached the door of the
consciousness and have gone to the door and said “Hello, I am here. I wish
to come in.” And so they have come in!
They have taken what they have learned and come back and said, “Okay,
I go now. Because I can really do something with this on the planet.”
And some do it very well, some do it with great conscious connection,
and some do it with the connection only to the lower three chakras. “Oh,
I got this information and it will give me power, watch I can make trick at
carnival.”
Yes!! It is important for you to understand, this is not a trick at a
carnival! This is your power!
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It is your time of claiming and it IS your time to be able
to ascend into the truth of all divine energy.
The Divine Galactic Blueprint,
The Enochian Way, and the Twelve
Torches
The Divine Galactic Blueprint has
been activated again.
It has not been activated since the last
time of the culmination of the
experience of the density, which was at
the end time of Atlantis.
My goodness!
This is a kick butt time!
Yes it is!!
It is important for you to say,
“I understand that the Divine Galactic Blueprint is back on the planet, and
therefore I have the choice. I have the choice to say, I wish to participate in this
energy. I wish to be part of the lifting. And I will indeed touch the door of
consciousness and bring to light the greatest manifestation that I can.”
Or you can say, “Not for me!”
This is good! because you have made a choice.
Making the choice is the most important gift you can give the world.
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And when we say the world, we do not mean just the planet here. We
say world, you all think earth. No. The world is much larger than that
which you perceive which has a little bit of land and ocean and you live
on now. It is much larger.
Soon all the worlds will fold upon each other, and the intermingling
and the truth of the strands of time, will be released, opened,
celebrated and integrated.
Oh yes, that was a mouthful. You’ll have to listen to that one again.
Yes!! There is much there to understand!
We begin in this year of the Lord as the Divine Galactic Blueprint has
been opened as this energy is on the planet for greater alignments now. It
is important for you to recognize that in the energy of the lifting, you
have just completed thirty days of conscious chaos! Yes you have!
This was a great time of culminating creative energy. You were in the
energy of being a conscious co-creator. In the past thirty days was the
culmination of your time of being on planet. How many of you made
miracles?! Good!! We see hands. We like this! Very good!!
It is important to continue. It is important to recognize that this is not a
trick at the carnival. It is a power and an energy that you are able to take,
that you are able to disseminate. That you are able to bring to many
others.
As you do this, as you move forward, as you have gone through this
time of culminating conscious co-creation, or conscious chaos, which
ever you choose to know. The question now that your consciousness is
coming into fullness is:
How do you move forward? What do you want to do with it?
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It is important for you to remember that what you will do with it will
bring you to a higher level. We use the word “higher” only to offer you a
reference. Okay? Good.
It will bring you to a higher level of conscious connection, conscious
understanding, conscious being, conscious knowing and expressing. How you
express through the Divine Galactic Blueprint is offered in the steps.
Living in the Enochian Way;
Expressing the Divine Galactic Blueprint
There is a way of living, the Enochian way. There are Twelve Torches,
which lead to the steps of the ascension portal, which will be available
on this planet. It is available now. It is simply a question of
understanding and reintegrating the energies to do this. There are those
of you that wish to lift.
So often we hear, “I want to leave with my body, I don’t want to leave with my
body. How do I leave? What do it do? How does it happen?”
My goodness!! Hang out and have some fun right now! You’ll be leaving
soon enough!! Yes!! You will experience it in the manner of which your
consciousness has stepped into that experience.
For some of you may very well feel like you do, indeed, step into
another realm with your body. And for some of you, you will feel very
comfortable saying, “Why am I bringing this body along?”
And so, it is okay! It does not have a definite response. So many wish to
tell you, “You can only go this way. You can only ascend this way.” No!!

You have already ascended! Take that in. If you had not
already ascended, you would not be prepared to do what you
are getting ready to do as a collective humanity now.
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It is only in the realm of the first, second, and third densified chakras
that you believe that you have not already ascended. As you move into
the Divine Galactic Blueprint you allow yourself to fully integrate up.
Stop sending chords into the planet! It’s got enough!! Let it go!! It is
important for you to say: okay! When everyone tells me to ground,
ground, ground, to wear the hematite, whatever! When they tell you to
ground, go into the heart chakra, which is the root of the ascended state
and ground here! It will lift you up! It will bring you into the energetic
alignment principle of divine lifting.
The energy of the truth can only be present when you truly
ground in the heart of the ascended state. Period! Easy!
You say, “maybe, maybe not!” What is important for you to understand is
that as we move into this chakra, as we move into divine seeing, as we
move into the recognition of oneness and truth, this opens up! This is the
lunar module of the expanded crown, which is the next chakra we speak
to you of today.
The Exploded Crown Chakra
So, most of you feel crown chakra, right? Traditional system, crown
chakra, oh baby, this is it! We’re at the top; it’s at the top of the head.
It all goes up from here, let the light bulbs fly!! Okay!! Here is what is
important for you to know.
In the ascended state of the divine galactic blueprint,
your crown chakra is actually three points of energy.
They exist approximately six inches above your head. This is the first
one, and then there is one to the right, and one to the left. It forms the
base of a pyramid of energetic light that intersects with your third eye,
and then these three points. These are the four points of the base.
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Third eye, we go slow. Third eye, and then your
crown goes to six inches above the head as the
top point, with a point to the right and a point to
the left.
This forms a pyramidal base of energy, and there
are more above this. And so you have already
now seen. Let us review before we go forward.
(Diagram Above. Bottom Point is the third eye, and the surrounding three points are the “exploded
crown as three points.)

The root of this system is your heart chakra, which is two divine
intersecting spirals of emerald green and gold. Moving to the truth
chakra, (former throat chakra), which is an aquamarine.
It is that beautiful emerald green that comes up with what was a blue
and turns into an aquamarine, thereby offering great truth and
connectivity.
Then you have called that into the third eye, which is an opalescent pearl
of two divine intersecting infinity swirls. Now you go six inches above
the head and this is the top point of the new crown, which also has a
point to the right and a point to the left. Yes. There you go. Yes. It’s like
a helmet, no?
Yes!! Good!! You gonna need it! It’s important, yes! You do indeed. Do
you understand what it does? It brings you into great lifting energy.
It brings you into the opportunity to have divine connection. You cannot
expand, or we prefer to use the word explode, your current crown
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chakra unless you have truly released, cleared, gotten rid of, said, “okay,
enough already!” with these first three chakras. Cone zone!3
It is very important that you no longer have all that construction going
on in those first three chakras. It is important. So many say, “Oh, I am
above this teaching, I am that teaching, I cannot do this, I cannot do that, I
already know this, I already know that.”
Wow!! Good! Very good!! Then live in your heart and move up!! When
you need to declare that you have an understanding of something, when
the ego comes back in and says, “Oh, don’t do this, or do that, or don’t do
this.” It is a wondrous time to say, “Which chakra am I in now?”
You see dearest ones, the lower three chakras are there more than ever,
the want to keep you on the planet. They say, “please send cord to mother
earth, please keep me here, I don’t want to go”.
Especially when the heart becomes the intersecting divine spirals of
infinite energy. It is important for you to recognize that this is how you
will lift. And then indeed, you will walk into an ascension portal in
which your third eye will become the lunar module and separate from
the rocket.
There are many more above there. Many more. And we shall indeed,
explain all of them to you. For you must see the entire divine galactic
blueprint to understand the recognition of the energy that has come in.
The Entrance of the Fifth, Seventh and Ninth Dimensions
If you look at your earth now, and you think of a second earth. You go,
okay, edit, copy paste, you make another one right next to it? Good!
Okay, good! So if you edit, copy, paste an earth right next to the earth,
what happens?
3

This is a reference to the First Lesson of the Living in the Fifth Dimension series.
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It’s a little off. Not quite on. May look the same, but not quite together.
It is important for you to understand that the dimensions of five, the
dimensions of seven, the dimensions of nine, not just the fifth. The fifth,
the seventh, and the ninth dimensions are clamoring to come back into
oneness with you now.
There are many of you who will not go to the fifth dimension.
You will go to other dimensions.
You are not limited by that which the mind of the brain of the human
vessel wishes to create!
So moving into the fifth dimension has to happen.
It cannot not happen. You cannot not shift. How you shift? Yes! That is
your decision. That is your opportunity. This is why you need a helmet!
Okay!
Because some of you will go crashing into it for sure. And some of you
will be bearers of light that will hold open the portal for others to
understand and move forward.
In this year of the Lord, in this year of the light reunion, in this year of
activating of the first seven points on the planet; the full activation!
Some of you say, “They are already here!” Yes! They are! They are not
fully activated. We use hand gesture, you like this? Yes! We working
with the body! Okay.
It is important for you to understand that as each of these seven lights
activates more, which activates seven more, which activates by seven
more, that each of you will be drawn.
Many of you will move this year. Many of you have just moved. Many
of you are going, “Oh, not again!” Yes!! “I thought I was set!”
You are “set”.
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For the Divine Galactic Blueprint has come in and offered you the
opportunity to reconnect back with the truth that you are, and it is
indeed as if a portal of light has come in around you and said: “ lift, go
up, do!”
As you move into the expanded crown, and the true vision of the
opalescent pearl, and as you understand that you can indeed walk into
the portal; it is more and more complicated to stay here. Know this!
Some of you may say, “Why am I bumping into things all the time?” Well,
you are just not here that often! Okay!! No big deal! Some of you may
say, “I miss every appointment there is!” Good!!
You’re on angel time! It is important to recognize that more and more
you will be releasing many of the density traps. They will become
apparent; much more apparent. Especially as you practice going into the
expanded crown energies. Go into the helmet.
Planetary Response to the Shifting Energies
Now with this energy, if you were to visualize this as the four points
above the head, as the pyramidal base. There is sound, there is toning,
and there are great sound shifts that will be happening in the vibrational
energies of your planet.
As these vibrational sound shifts occur, some of them will express
themselves as what you call “earthquake”. There will be more sonic
information and bombardment that will offer an occlusion on the planet.
So you must pay attention. Make miracles. Use the energy in your
hands.4

4
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Know, that the energy of the Divine Galactic Blueprint goes out, then it
goes stable and then it goes back, and then it comes back in! It goes
wooaaah, and in, and then wooaaah, and back. Yes.
It is important to recognize that it is not a stagnant energy. The energy
that begins in your heart goes up, it lifts, and it’s what brings you up. As
you call in this energy in the heart, of the two intersecting infinites; as
you call this energy up through the truth chakra and into the sixth, into
this, the visionary chakra, it then offers a base point for this expanded
crown, where the energy goes in many directions.
You lift into galactic knowingness, which offers you infinite expansion,
because you have realigned with infinite expansion. To realign with
infinite expansion, you must resolve, release, say, “I’ve done it, had it, been
there” with the attachment of the first three chakras!
And so, it is important for you to take in, what is the attachment
in these chakras? Recognize that a “playground” is just that…
a place where you play!
You are here on this wonderful playground! Are you playing? Or are you
taking it too seriously?! Yes!! Play!! Get on the swing set! Go as high as
you wish! And enjoy! It is all about rampant joy!
It is about the release of holding onto the attachment that it must be
hard. This is what pulls you out of divine galactic energy; this is when
you start sending the energy in vertical directions.
Remember, it is about lifting and it is about connecting. Lift! Connect!
Oh boy, we fly then! It is important to lift, connect, and be prepared to
move ever forward with divine information, with understanding the
truth.
Re-Connecting with Your Divine Galactic Blueprint
At the end times of Atlantis, many of you were fully activated in your
Divine Galactic Blueprint, and it gave you great energy.
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What you perceive in this time, in this experience, to be unusual
information; scientific, technological, DNA, whatever! All this was the
complete embracing of the Divine Galactic Blueprint, which is here for
you now.
You have entered into the year of the integration of it now. This is all
here for you as conscious co-creators to have, indeed, a joyous lifting, a
joyous reintegration, recognition of great truth, and the beginning of
knowing how to do it again. This time, with responsible co-creative
energy!
Many of you, prior, in the time of Atlantis, took the responsible energy
and made it about the me energy. How do we accelerate one piece?
There were indeed vessels that had different forms of energy in them,
available at the time.
There was indeed a separation of who should and who shouldn’t. This
does not exist here now. All six billion are able. All six billion are
connected. All six billion will receive the same energies. The question is
how you move forward with them. Know this!! Pay attention! Yes, we
see many questions. And so we take questions! Okay. Questions.
Question and Answer
“Wow”
Zadkiel: Wow, good question! It is a wow! Remember that! It is
important for you to know you are at the time of great wow. Yes!! You
can say it many times, wow, wow, wow! Yes! Yes!
Q: When we come to this place of making our choice, if many things
feel right, how do we know which one to choose?
Zadkiel: This is such a good question, because many say, “Oh my
goodness! I have so many good options, and all these options feel good!
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And oh my goodness, what do I do?” The best thing that we can suggest
is that you first go into the root, which is the heart chakra, and that you
simply allow yourself to call in a divine ray of connectivity. We call this
a heart highway. So when your heart highway opens and the divine ray
of connectivity comes in, in that moment, the only option will be before
you. When you have more than one option before you, you must know
that your first three chakras are still factoring in. Because indeed, dearest
children, your purest truth is always abundantly clear, and all other
things fall away. Good question!! Yes.
Q: You said a lot of us will be moving. We will know where we’re
moving to? Or are we just going to move?
Zadkiel: This is good question!! Of course, you could just move around!!
Some do!! Oh, yes!! They get in their vehicle or whatever and go, “okay,
go.” And some must plan. Dearest child, your question is very important
for many have this question. It is important for you again, to do same
thing. Go into the truth of your heart chakra. Ask yourself, “where am I
served, where am I of service” and to trust. Now you must begin with
small questions if you wish.
For some where they live is small question, hmm? and for some it’s not.
And so begin with small questions. If you need practice understanding
the truth of the answers that come to you, then you start with small
questions! “Should I eat the chocolate or not?!” There you go!!
And you hear a “yes” or a “no”. You start with little questions and then
you build up. This is one way. And when you feel ready, and you open
up the expanded crown; this is important, you must have the expanded
crown open, you will divinely see.
You may have a place fall in front of you, you may have a book open up
to a picture, you may see something, it may appear and you will know.
Trust dearest children!
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You already trust or you would not be here. The level of your trust is
another question!
However, it is important for you, the more you trust, the more you love.
Remember in the realm of the archangelic, to us trust and love are the
same thing, there is no difference. The more you trust, the more you
love, the more you love, the more you trust.
There is only one thing that destroys love, dearest ones, and it is lack of
trust. And so, remember that you must trust yourself! As you love yourself and trust your-self, every “thing” becomes abundantly clear, and you
understand.
Doubt, dearest children, is the only other thing that can take you away
from the truth of consciousness.
How many of you have ever known without a doubt, something about
yourself that made you feel inspired, connected, in your power?
And then someone whispers something to you and you start going, “Oh
my goodness, who am I to claim this about me?”
It took it away! Doubt is the only thing that can take away your power.
It is the only thing.
You are in the energy of the divine galactic blueprint! The Elohimian
lifestyle, the Enochian way, and the Twelve Torches to the steps of
ascension are here! They are being revealed to you now!
Dearest children, the only thing that can stop you from walking them is
doubt!! Trust yourself. Know your heart.
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A message from Archangel Uriel
We wish to also mention, before any other questions, that the Uriel has
been most patiently waiting to talk to you today. But we are chatty!!
Yes!! The Uriel wishes you to know and offers you this.
Now that the crown chakra has been described to you; the expanded
three; and that you understand the base; for this pyramidal base is the
base of the higher galactic blueprint. Now that this has been revealed to
you, that he wishes to bring to you, after a period of this thirty days, the
Twelve Torches of the Enochian way. Very powerful.
And so it is important for you to practice over the next thirty days,
releasing. Going into the heart, saying “okay, whatever’s left in these first
three, outta here!” and paying attention when it comes back.
This is very important for you to pay attention. It will show up. You are
here! It will show up! And for you to also release what is left, we use
word “judgment”.
The reason we use this word is, when we talk about trust, when we talk
about doubt, when we talk about moving forward into divine galactic
intervention and to living in the stream of the seven pillars of light, some
say, “hmmmm”. This is a judgment, is it not?!
It is important for you to remember, there is no old way, there are no
new ways, there are no old energies, there are no new energies, there is
energy!
You create separation with words dearest children. You set yourselves
apart from others.
How can you truly be of service to the world, if you set yourself apart
from others, by feeling you are elitist in your beliefs?
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It then aligns you with those who you believe you are elitist from!! We
wish to offer this to you!! Or actually, the Uriel does. We wish to give
credit where credit due. Okay. Questions!!
Okay!!
We wish you dearest children, the opportunity to step fully into your
divine galactic alignment. Pay attention to your rest. Some of you may
have very interrupted sleep patterns, especially over the next couple of
weeks. We sincerely apologize, yet we don’t! Okay!!
It is important for you to know these interruptions are because of the
openings that are happening galactically, and that you are aligned with
them, and because of it, you are part of it. It will be complete by what
you call “mid-month”. And so, there’s an end to it!
It is also very good for those of you that are finding yourself extremely
interrupted in your sleep to get up and write about it. Just get up and say,
“Enough! Why am I laying here?!” You have energy running here through
that is powerful co-creative energy! Take advantage of it!! The body is all
that wants to sleep, you will be okay! Know this! Yes!
Q: Working on what we’ve been doing the last few months as far as
bringing the energy up from here (heart) to here (throat, third eye), and
adding it to..?
Zadkiel: Yes!! Excellent!! Thank you for bringing this up for everyone.
An easy way to remind yourself to do this is simply take your hand to
heart. Call in the divine spirals. See the gold and the emerald.
And after you do that, you take your next hand, keeping your hand here
(heart). To the truth chakra, calling it the truth chakra! Very important!
The truth chakra, and you align with the aquamarine.
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Then you take your hand here (third eye) and you open up the
opalescent, which is two divine, infinite spirals in the opalescent pearl.
And then you allow yourself, take both hands like this, there you go.
And you have the one, two, three points, which connect to this.
All of it is radiating up. All of it. And you may wish to keep clearing the
truth chakra too. Let it clear. Let it clear. This is very powerful.
Q: Well, that’s the message I felt too that we’re working more on getting
out of doubt and to trust. Then the truth that we feel here has to go along
with the trust.
Zadkiel: Correct! And it is very important, you all remember last
month? We cleared truth chakra? You keep doing this! And some of you
had to have some physical. Some of you may have been very ill,
especially the last week of this month. Good! Good!!
It means that it’s all coming up!! Let it come up and out!! If you have felt
ill, then you are healthier than you have ever been, because you have
said, “yes” to clearing that which needed to clear! And if you’re not
sleeping, do a happy dance! Yes!!
I’m connected to the divine blueprint! Yes! Get up out of bed and do the
happy dance, and be a conscious co-creator!
Know how loved you are! The time you have waited for is here! My
goodness! You should be popping many corks!! You have waited for
this!! It is your time! Have fun! And yes, activate! Activate!! And as you
activate, you hold energy for thousands more.
Each one of you activating just to this level, offsets 100,000 others.
One hundred thousand, on this planet! If you ever doubt how
important you are, remember that.
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When you make this choice, you lift 100,000 with you and you help
others to make this choice through your presence.
Q: I wonder if there is a diagram or something we can get written, for
those that are less visual.
Zadkiel: Yes!! And the artist is here!! Where is artist? There is artist!!
Here he is!! And the complete divine galactic blueprint. Recently the
Kira and the Sri Ram Kaa were directed to go to the tropic of cancer and
to receive divine intervention material directly.
The complete blueprint has already been revealed to them along with the
symbols of activation5, which can be offered as great healing energy to
the planet and all of the activations. They are already available. And the
artist will work quickly to make it available, yes? Yes!! Good!! Yes,
you’re welcome!
Okay!! We wish you all a happy new year!
And we honor you for taking in the energy of the Divine Galactic
Blueprint. You are at the time of great and rapid expansion.
And so let it come in. Be in your trust. Be in your truth.
Know who you are. Dispel the doubt. When it comes up, you can hug
your tummy and say, “okay, done with you.”
This is all you need to do. We love you. We are with you always.
You are never alone. Many, many blessings to you!
Goodbye.

5

Direct reference to the Symbols of the Sacred Golden Ray Initiation of Self-Ascension.
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